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Information:

Name: Shooting The Rapids

Theme: Rapids

Production year: 2016
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Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

4 flippers

3 pop bumpers

2 spinners

2 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

1-bank spot targets (1)

2-bank spot targets (2)

3-bank spot targets (2)

7-bank drop targets (1)

7-bank spot targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Shooting The Rapids 2016 Table
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2016
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dad come back. 8\/10 This game is awesome guys I loved hide and seek as a kid and this game is the most fun version of a the
childhood game. The characters in the game are well designed although they don't have a story each character has there own
unique personality. In the game there are 2 modes the first you fight on even ground both players are capable of killing each
other. The second one must hide and the other seeks each player is granted 30 seconds to kill the other before swapping
positions of hunter and prey.
Positives+

+Fun Gameplay

+Unique characters

+Amazing art

+Soundtrack is great

Negatives-

-no online :(

-story mode?

-Solo mode?
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Deployment.

For all units.

ALL. Units.

Need any other reason to buy this?. This game is legendary. probably the most realistic game I've ever played. It is insanely fun
and intense. Truly an amazing horror game. It is incredibly scary and I assure you, you wont be sleeping for a while after playing
this. There is nothing more satisfying than blasting your way through a bunch of little heads (children). I highly recommend this
game for anyone who is looking for an extremely realistic horror game.. I love the premise of running a tavern, questing to
improve your town and attract more customers, as well as leveling up your characters and upgrading your equipment to take on
tougher challenges.

Unfortuantely, this game lacks polish. The actual questing and gameplay are very repetitive. Pathfinding and hit boxes feel
clunky.

It's been fun for a few hours but without a deeper story or stronger motivation, I'm not feeling a lot of incentive to keep
grinding.. Awesome little shooter. Addictive gameplay, and the price is right!
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Goog Game. We Need Rise of Legends Available on Steam though.. Take Clash Royale and make it 10x better :). Very simple
and I absolutely welcome more of these, hope they make them more of a simulator game than a step-by-step hold your hand
type game though.. Its free how can you complain?. the thing is it will not load in the station the bridges please do not waste
your money.. This game has a very interesting theme and I would recomend you play it.

10\/10. really fun have to get used to it. the game does not work black screen
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